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Following publication of the original paper [1], the authors have reported several
typographical and linguistic errors in the new Candidatus names presented in Add-
itional file 5: Dataset S4. In addition, the presentation of the names without full proto-
logues has precluded their registration in the International Journal of Systematic and
Evolutionary Microbiology, in line with the recommendations of the International Code
of Nomenclature of Prokaryotes. The original Additional File 5 has therefore been re-
placed by Additional File 5A, which presents Dataset S4 with corrected names, and by
Additional File 5B, which contains protologues for the new Candidatus names.
Supplementary Information
The online version contains supplementary material available at https://doi.org/10.1186/s13059-021-02284-4.
Additional file 5 A: Clustering of samples at 60% AAI to form genus clusters. Novel genera were defined as
clusters of MAGs at 60% AAI which were not assigned a genus by GTDB-Tk. B: Protologues for the new Candidatus
names.
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